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18485 but he never wielded the influence to which his work as
a democratic pioneer would seem to have entitled him. He died
in 1854, and was buried, at his desire, without any religious
ceremonial, refusing even the usual cross on his tomb*
It was the very logic of his convictions that first shook
Lamennais, or at least gave a different practical application to
his fundamental principle. It is essential to grasp clearly what
was the foundation of his Ultramontane faith: it rested on an
unshakable belief in the absoluteness and supremacy of the
message of Jesus. What the Gospels stood for in the whole of
life, this had to be the rule for the whole of life. From that
standpoint he never moved. He began by seeing in a Catholic
Monarchy the expression of this lordship of Christ. Realizing
after a while that no king would be enough of a Catholic to
resist the temptation of using the Church for political ends, and
ultimately of making her subject to the State, he became the
champion of the most extreme of Papal claims, soon to discover
that the Pope himself could not be trusted not to sacrifice the
spiritual welfare of the Body of Christ committed to his charge
for the sake of some temporal advantage, Lamennais then
seeks refuge for a while in the conception of a Church free
from both State and Papal control, and soon realizes this
involves recognizing in that Divine institution the principle of
democracy which he has been strenuously resisting in the name
of her authority : the Church is neither Pope, nor Bishops, nor
Clergy, but the People themselves; it is through the People
that the authentic voice of Christ can be heard : if in the Church,
in the expression of spiritual truths, and if in the State, in
the expression of political truths. And so we pass from the
Ultramontanism of 1808 to the democratic faith of 1834.
We see in fact in Lamennais, and in others who have under-
gone at various times a similar evolution, the difference between
two men: to one, Catholicism is but an expression of the
ultimate truth which he sees in Christ, the Church but an
instrument and the Pope but a delegate; the other, losing
sight in the institution of that ultimate truth it was established
to hold forth, becomes so convinced of the identity of the
institution and of the truth that he can no longer discern when
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